This paper is concerned with the numerical solution of parabolic equations coupled to gradient equations. The gradient equations are ordinary di erential equations whose solutions de ne positions of particles in the spatial domain of the parabolic equations. The vector eld of the gradient equations is determined by gradients of solutions to the parabolic equations. Such mixed parabolic-gradient systems are for example used in neurobiological studies of the formation of axonal connections in the nervous system. We discuss a numerical approach for solving parabolic-gradient systems on a grid. The basic ingredients are 4th-order spatial nite-di erencing for the parabolic equations, piecewise cubic Hermite interpolation for approximating the gradient equations, and explicit time-stepping by means of a Runge-KuttaChebyshev method.
Introduction
The mathematical model motivating our work emanates from a neurobiological study in Hentschel & Van Ooyen 6] on the development of neuronal connections in the nervous system, in particular outgrowth of axons from neurons in a development phase. Growth of axons to their targets is partly guided by concentration gradients of biochemical molecules in the extracellular space. These gradients arise from di usion and chemical interactions and vary in space and time. The di usion processes, the chemical interactions and the positions of the growth cones of axons, are modelled by systems of parabolic equations with source terms coupled with gradient equations. The gradient equations are ordinary di erential equations and de ne positions of the axonal growth cones. This paper deals with numerical methods. We discuss a general approach for solving parabolicgradient systems on a grid. For spatial discretization we use 4th-order nite-di erencing for the parabolic equations and piecewise cubic Hermite interpolation for approximating the gradient equations. This spatial discretization leaves us with a semi-discrete system whose time integration is the main subject of our study. Because the semi-discrete gradient equations are nonsti , and locally de ned and nonlinear, explicit integration is attractive. On the other hand, the semidiscrete parabolic problems are sti and therefore cannot be e ciently solved with a standard explicit method.
For time integration we examine the explicit Runge-Kutta-Chebyshev (RKC) method. This method originates from 7] and has been designed for the time integration of systems of ordinary di erential equations which posses a 'close-to-normal' Jacobian matrix with eigenvalues located in a long, narrow band along the negative axis in the complex plane (see also 10, 13] ). Many semidiscrete parabolic partial di erential equations ful l this property. RKC is based on a family of 2nd-order consistent Runge-Kutta-Chebyshev formulas with a real stability boundary approximately 1 equal to 0:65s 2 , where s 2 denotes the number of stages. Hence the real stability boundary is quadratic in s. Noteworthy is that s can vary and that it can be made arbitrarily large to ful l the stability requirement for a chosen step size. This makes it possible for RKC to select at each step the most e cient step size (maximal) de ned by local error control 10], as well as the most e cient stable formula (minimal s). This also makes it possible to use RKC for a march to steady state, provided s can be kept within reasonable bounds for e ciency. Moreover, RKC evaluates the explicit formulas in just a few vectors of storage. These characteristics of the method make it especially attractive for parabolic problems in several spatial variables. Because we wish to integrate the gradient equations explicitly, it is interesting to examine RKC for mixed parabolic-gradient systems.
The contents is as follows. In Section 2 we outline the mixed parabolic-gradient system taking the system from 6] as an example. Section 3 is devoted to the Hermite interpolation procedure. Since in this paper we restrict ourselves to numerical illustrations in two spatial dimensions, we only discuss the 2D interpolant adopting the style of 11]. Spatial discretization aspects are dealt with in Section 4. In Section 5 we derive a simple model for linear time stepping stability for which we examine power boundedness for Runge-Kutta methods. Section 6 is devoted to the RKC method. We examine its stability, brie y discuss its convergence for the approximate gradient equations, and illustrate its performance as a variable stepsize solver using the code from 10]. In the nal Section 7 we mention possibilities for future research on parabolic-gradient systems.
A mixed parabolic-gradient system
The model from 6] has been designed to admit an analytical-numerical treatment. It should be considered as a rst prototype for more realistic models which undoubtedly will require a full numerical approach. In this section we will brie y outline the model from 6], in particular some properties of the gradient equation. The numerical methods discussed in later sections are applicable to this special model and easily allow generalizations on the model side.
The X m m;r r m;r (r(t); t); t > 0; r(0) = r 0 ; (2) where m;a and m;r are positive constants. For given concentration gradients, (2) is a standard initial value problem for an autonomous system of ordinary di erential equations _ r = f(r). The parabolic equations (1) and the gradient equations (2) are coupled through the sources S m . More general parabolic or gradient equations leading to stronger coupling are conceivable. For example, the coe cients m;a and m;r could be made dependent on concentrations and positions. Let us recall some properties of gradient equations. Consider, for simplicity, the equation dr dt = r (r(t); t); t > 0; r(0) = r 0 ;
based on a single concentration and a constant being either positive or negative. (5) Then (2) is rewritten as dr dt = r (r(t); t); t > 0; r(0) = r 0 : (6) Hence in the approach to steady state, maxima of are stable limit points of (6) and minima are always unstable. For an extensive discussion on gradient equation properties, see 12].
Example
The model in 6] is based on three species, a target derived attractant 1 , an axon derived attractant 2 and an axon derived repellant 3 . The target derived attractant is released at N t xed target points x n . The two axon derived species are released at N a moving positions r n (t (9) subjected to given initial functions at t = 0 and coupled to the N a initial value problems dr n dt = 1 r 1 (r n (t); t) + 2 r 2 (r n (t); t) ? 3 r 3 (r n (t); t); r n (0) = r n;0 ; n = 1; : : : ; N a : (10) For the sake of generality we here let the S k depend on all three concentrations. The target derived attractants serve to control guidance of axons to the target points. The axon derived attractants and repellants serve to control axon bundling and debundling, respectively. In a simulation one should start from given initial concentration elds and given initial positions r n (0) appropriately chosen in , one for each axon. The simulation is then to be continued up to a time at which all growth cones have found a target point x n (for innervation) and the attractant and repellant elds We should remark that axonal growth simulation models are still in an early state of development. Biologically, the process of target derived attraction is now fairly well established. The working of axon derived attractions and repellants seems plausible, but there is less direct evidence. Hentschel and Van Ooyen 8] give a nice example of a successful simulation of axon development in the presence o all three di usible elds (see their Figure 1 ). This simulation is based on a quasi-steady state approximation for the parabolic equations and on an analytical solution of the resulting elliptic equations. The quasi-steady state approximation makes sense if the axonal growth is much slower than the speed at which the concentration gradients are set up. This often seems to be true. The use of analytical solutions is of course a genuine restriction. As it is, the model seems rather sensitive for simulating bundling and debundling. The various coe cients and source terms must be chosen with real care to obtain, subsequently, bundling, debundling, target point attraction and nally complete steady state. Imposing the quasi-steady state approximation of course simpli es matters somewhat.
Hermite interpolation
Let h denote a uniform space grid on with grid size h and knots (x i ; y j ) (assuming two space dimensions). We wish to interpolate (x; t); x = (x; y), in grid cells ij = f(x; y)j x i?1 x x i ; y j?1 y y j g (11) by means of two-dimensional Hermite interpolation. The Hermite interpolant on ij is the unique bicubic polynomial 4, 11] P ;ij (x; t) = 3 X m;n=0 mn (t)(x ? x i?1 ) m (y ? y j?1 ) n ; (12) which at the four corner points ts the values of ; @ @x ; @ @y ; @ 2 @x@y : (13) That means that the matrix ? = ( mn ) is given by ? = H K H T , where ( 11] revealing order four if is su ciently di erentiable. The leading error constant is rather small, being bounded by the cell center maximum (1=384)(j xxxx j + j yyyy j). The error depends on the location in the grid cell, implying that upon grid re nement the order behaviour will be somewhat erratic when examining a xed location. The Taylor expansion reveals that in the remainder term only derivatives of order ve and higher are present. It also reveals that in the leading error term the derivatives xyyy ; xxxy and xxyy are eliminated. A 4-th order error bound valid for nonuniform Cartesian grids can be found in 11]. In this bound the derivatives xxxx ; yyyy and xxyy are present.
Let P (x; t) denote the piecewice bicubic polynomial on obtained by connecting all cell polynomials P ;ij (x; t). The functions P ; @P @x ; @P @y ; @ 2 P @x@y are continuous across grid cells, so that P is C 1 on . When is four times continuously di erentiable in space, the interpolant P is 4th-order accurate and @P =@x and @P =@y provide 3rd-order approximations. In 3D the same procedure can be applied using a 3D Hermite interpolant. In exactly the same manner Hermite interpolation can be used on nonuniform Cartesian grids (see 11]). Hence a uniform grid is not necessary allowing the possibility of locally re ned Cartesian grids.
Next consider, for simplicity, again the gradient equation (3) 
This stencil can also be used near the boundaries due to the periodic boundary conditions. By spatial discretization we thus approximate (1) on h by the ordinary di erential equation
where h is the approximation to on h and S h represents the source term S on the grid. In the Hermite interpolated gradient equation (15) In the gradient equation we lose one order because we di erentiate the interpolant. In the parabolic equation we lose one order through the r-dependence of the source term. This order result extends to more general mixed parabolic-gradient systems. When assessing spatial accuracy, one should keep in mind that due to the interpolation the spatial order behaviour will normally be somewhat erratic upon grid re nement. For time integration it is important to note that only the solution r h and its rst derivative are continuous across grid cells. We pay attention to this point in Section 6.4.1.
Numerical illustration
We will illustrate the spatial accuracy behaviour for the single-species system ) acts as target point for all r n (t). Due to the circle symmetry, all solutions r n (t) travel along straight lines from their initial circle position to their joint target point and hence frequently cross cell boundaries with a slope. Due to the bell shaped pro le, initially they move very slowly. At time t = 100 the target point has been reached. Observe that the r n are not present in the source term. For the current illustration this means no restriction. Figure 1 shows all ten positions at times t = 40; 45; 100 and the corresponding trajectories.
We have solved system (20)-(21) in high temporal accuracy for grid sizes h = 1=20; 1=40; 1=80 and h = 1=320. The resulting h -elds and r n;h (t)-values for the coarse grids were then compared with their counterparts for the ne grid, considering these as reference solutions. Table 1 lists maximum norm spatial errors at times t = 40 and t = 45. The errors for h reveal the common 4th-order convergence (the source term does not depend on the solutions of the gradient equations). Noteworthy is that the gradient equations are solved in high accuracy, in spite of the somewhat erratic convergence behaviour upon grid re nement. As mentioned in Section 3, this behaviour is inherent to interpolation. Note that at t = 40 the errors in the gradient equation solutions are much smaller than at t = 45. This is due to the fact that at t = 40 the positions are still close to the boundary, where r is much smaller than at t = 45.
Stability analysis
We are now ready to discuss the time integration and begin with some stability considerations. For that purpose we use the coupled system (7)- (10) 
where~ and r now stand for perturbation solutions, G = rS with respect to r, S 0 is the Jacobian matrix ofS with respect to~ , and J denotes the Jacobian matrix of the right-hand side of (23). Because J is composed of bounded second derivatives, it makes sense to assume that kJk 1 for step sizes which are realistic with respect to accuracy. Hence we can say that the gradient equation is nonsti and can be integrated explicitly. A practical reason to always choose for explicit integration of the semi-discrete gradient equation is the use of local piecewise interpolation. A consequence of local interpolation is that during integration we have to make updates when we pass a grid cell boundary. Updating renders no problem for an explicit method, but is not advocated within implicit integration using modi ed Newton iteration because the Jacobian matrix of the semi-discrete system is not continuous across grid cell boundaries.
In spite of the fact that kJk is of moderate size, a standard explicit integrator may eventually become ine cient in a march to steady state during which we should like to steadily increase . This holds even stronger for the parabolic problem because the Laplacian gives rise to sti ness, something which manifests itself already in the transient phase. Hence the parabolic problem cannot be e ciently integrated with a standard explicit method. In the current application we may assume that both kS 0 k and kGk are of moderate size, similar as kJk.
Next we will impose two further simplifying assumptions on (24) 
Power boundedness for Runge-Kutta methods
In what follows we write the real-valued, linear model system (32)- (33) 
where U n is the approximation at time t = t n , is the step size, and R is the stability polynomial, assuming s stages. We associate stability with the concept of power boundedness. For a given step size , the matrix R( A) is power bounded if there exists a constant C such that kR( A) n k C for all n 1:
(37)
Hence C should exist independent of n and for practice C should of course be of moderate size.
Trivially, power boundedness implies kY n k CkY 0 k uniformly in n for the value of under consideration (stability).
We will derive a general expression for R( A), where R(z) can be any polynomial or rational function or the exponential function. Consequently, the derived expression is also valid for stability functions generated by implicit Runge-Kutta or linearly implicit Runge-Kutta-Rosenbrock meth- 
These inequalities are valid for R( A) = e A and for R( A) generated by stability functions R(z). Due to consistency, R(z) = e z + O(z 2 ) for z ! 0. Hence for z = d k (0 k dim) close to zero, R(n A) will be close to e n A in the sense that the bound C introduced in de nition (37) will be close. For values not close to zero the situation is di erent because stability functions decay much slower than the exponential, or don't decay at all. However, for power boundedness decay is not Would be in nite and jR(? )j = 1, the eigenvalues are allowed to coalesce because at in nity R 0 vanishes. 2 6 The Runge-Kutta-Chebyshev method
We proceed with the explicit Runge-Kutta-Chebyshev (RKC) method. This method is intended for solving systems of ordinary di erential equations dU dt = F(U); t > 0; U(0) = U 0 ;
which posses a 'close-to-normal' Jacobian matrix F 0 (U) with eigenvalues located in a long, narrow band along the negative axis in the complex plane. Many semi-discrete parabolic partial di erential equations ful l this property. Because we wish to integrate the gradient equations explicitly, it is interesting to examine RKC. In this section we will discuss the integration formula, its stability properties, and we will discuss two numerical tests. Hence is quadratic in s. Noteworthy is that s can vary and that s can be made arbitrarily large so as to ful l the linear stability requirement for a chosen step size . This makes it possible for RKC to select at each step the most e cient step size (maximal ) de ned by local error control 10], as well as the most e cient stable formula (minimal s). This also makes it attractive to use RKC for a march to steady state, provided s can be kept within reasonable bounds for e ciency. Moreover, RKC evaluates the explicit formulas in just a few vectors of storage, which can be of interest for parabolic problems in several spatial variables. For more details we refer to the original paper 7], the survey paper 13], and the software paper 10] where a FORTRAN code is discussed. We will illustrate this code in Section 6.4.2.
The integration formula

The stability polynomial
The This result enables us to specify bounds for the entries w k occurring in R( A) n . be such a component. By construction, its solution r h and the rst derivative _ r h exist and are continuous in t. Also the second derivative r h exists, but this second derivative is discontinuous at the crossing of a grid cell. When this happens, the 2nd-order consistency of RKC reduces to one, causing some loss of accuracy. Because on a given grid the number of grid cell crossings is nite, the e ect of the order reduction will diminish when the number of time steps increases.
Speci cally, for ! 0 the method is still 2nd-order convergent, because only a nite number of local errors of O ( 2 ) exist. When the spatial grid size is reduced, the number of grid cell crossings will increase, resulting in a larger order reduction.
We illustrate the temporal convergence behaviour of RKC for the test problem of Section 4.1. To emphasize the (minor) order reduction phenomenon, the very ne 320 320 grid has been used. Table 2 shows temporal errors for a number of xed step sizes and associated convergence orders. We have also listed s, the number of stages, which can be computed from (53). It can be 13 concluded that RKC converges as expected. Because the source term of the parabolic equation does not depend on the gradient equation solutions, the convergence behaviour for h is standard. For the gradient equations the order is only slightly smaller than two and the minor reduction diminishes when the number of time steps increases. # steps s k( ? h )(45)k order k(r n ? r n;h )(45)k order 
The FORTRAN code RKC illustrated
RKC has been coded in a FORTRAN program, also named RKC 10]. This code works as a variable step size ODE solver using local error control. In addition, to minimize work, at each step it selects the minimal number of stages s for stability. In the actual application s may increase to very large values. Algorithmically, s is only constrained by internal growth of round-o proportional to s 2 . For a very large number of stages, RKC can of course no longer be considered e cient. A great advantage is that it is explicit. Hence programming is easy and adding or deleting equations in a model is straighforward for implementations.
Focusing again on target attraction, we have applied the code to the test problem of Section 4.1, except that now the source is switched o when the target has nearly been reached. Our purpose is to illustrate the code's ability to approach a complete steady state with larger and larger step sizes. For switching o the source, we have used the condition 10 X n=1 dist ? r n;h (t) ? ( 
